AMENDMENT # 3

DATE: November 5, 2009

TO: All Bidders of Record

FROM: Greg Van Wart, Buyer for David Martinez, Buyer

SUBJECT: Amendment # 3 to T-2778 “Security Uniforms”

This amendment becomes part of the Contract Documents and modifies the original bidding documents as noted below:

Clarifications to the Scope of Work and Response Form as follows:

- CNM Security to supply the uniform patch to be sewn on by the vendor left and right shoulder of the shirt.

- Vendor required to fit and alter uniforms at place of business with the order filled and delivery of 1-5 days.

- Pants 5.11 class B tactical Series 65% polyester 35% rayon or poly wool 6 pocket midnight navy color with comfort waist.

- Shirts class B midnight navy color with hidden pockets 65% polyester 35% rayon or poly wool.

- Reference attached specification sheet

NOTE: Bid due Date and Time has been extended to Thursday November 12, 2009 at 3:00PM

All other specifications, terms and conditions remain unchanged. Bidders are required to acknowledge receipt of this Amendment in the space provided on page 8, Section E.
5.11 UNIFORM SHIRTS
Ideal for everyday uniform wear, the dependable 5.11 Uniform Shirt has permanent, sewn-in permanent creases for a clean, professional appearance. The B-Class shirt (pictured) features the addition of our patented hidden document pockets plus:
- Bi-swing shoulders for easy movement when bending, reaching and turning
- Reinforced collar and cuffs
- Badge tabs, attached epaulets
- Zippered front placket with buttons on the facing
- Poly/rayon shirts are treated with Teflon® fabric protector for stain and soil resistance
- Long sleeve version features a double-layered elbow
- Short sleeve shirt has a spread collar

5.11 UNIFORM PANTS
The comfortable, professional 5.11 Uniform Pant features permanent creases. B-Class pants (pictured) feature a Back-Up Belt System™-compatible cargo pocket with internal dividers plus:
- Convenient gripper-waistband shirt stay
- Diamond-gusseted crotch for durability
- Self-adjusting comfort waist
- Poly/rayon pants are treated with Teflon® for stain resistance
- Poly/wool pants include Lycra® for greater range of motion

Choose from a wide range of 5.11 Tactical uniforms sizes, colors and options:
- A-Class or B-Class
- Poly/wool or poly/rayon
- Short/long sleeves
- Men's short/regular/long sizes (long sleeve)
- Women's regular/long sizes (long sleeve)
- Men's shirt sizes S-6XL
- Men's pant sizes 28-60
- Women's shirt sizes XS-3XL
- Women's pant sizes 2-24
- Embellishments and alterations from the 5.11 Custom Shop

Pants start at
Poly/Rayon ............. $59.99
Poly/Wool ............... $89.99

Shirts start at
Poly/Rayon ............. $49.99
Poly/Wool ............... $69.99

*Visit www.511tactical.com to learn more about our uniforms and all of the functional innovation we pack into them! Please contact your 5.11 Tactical Authorized Uniform Dealer for assistance.